
Teaches the basic grammar skills  
needed by 9th Grade.  
 
Start Kindergartners, high schoolers or 
anyone in between. 
 
One Grammar WORKS manual  
teaches ALL grade levels of K-8 Grammar!  
 
Students create a complete grammar handbook to 
use as a reference for college or future writing projects. 
 
Same process and definitions are used throughout so  
students can focus on building knowledge & understanding 
as they incrementally & sequentially build new layers of facts.  
 
When complete, students understand the ‘why’ and the ‘how’  
of sentence structure, parts of speech, punctuation, books reports,  
library and dictionary skills, letter writing, paragraphs, summaries,  
outlines, syntactical analysis and additional concepts.   
 
Sound scary? Let us help!  The author demonstrates how to teach ALL of it! 
Join us for the Summer ‘Works’shop ‘at your house’ and have  
continued access all year long with Grammar WORKS Online! 

Understand the ‘big picture’. 
 

Do class prep up front - avoid last minute panic. 
 

Catch the vision for where the curriculum can take you  
and how to get there!  

 
Learn from the experiences of others and from  

the author’s 40+ years of experience.  
 

Experience the ‘how’ and the ‘why’  
for every step of teaching. 

 
Ask questions -  Receive clarification. 

 
Discuss your unique situation.  

 
Receive individualized advice  

specific to you. 
 

Network with other users. 
Interact with the authors. 

 
Have fun! 

Say goodbye to separate  
classes & separate books for  
Handwriting, Phonics, Spelling, Reading,  
Core Vocabulary & basic Word Origins  
 
Teach to each student’s unique learning style.  
 
Simultaneously teach those subjects &multiple  
students with one set of materials for all grade level.  
 
Teach the reasons WHY words are spelled as they are! 
 
Use a consistent language of instruction through every  
grade level so students can focus on content, not method, 
as they incrementally & sequentially build new layers of facts.  
 
Allow the author to guide you through every step and benefit from  
his 43 years of successful classroom experience. 
 
Have his coaching at your fingertips via Reading WORKS online! 
 
Interact with others sharing this journey with you on the discussion board. 

 
Get any of The WORKS Online! NOW at www.theworkspeople.com 

Not quite sure? Try it out first with Reading WORKS: .  
                  

It’s where you begin, whether pre-K or K or starting again to fill in gaps,   
address different learning styles, give students the why and the how  

or just to get all of your students together in one time-efficient,  
cost-effective, proven successful curriculum. 

 
Pair the Breaking Ground Package with Online Access to the first  

10 steps of the workshop and FREE downloadable pages  
of the RW Manual to teach comprehensive Phonics and  

beautiful, precise Handwriting for numerals,  
lower case and upper case single letter phonograms.  

 
It's the first year of instruction for pre-K or K. 

When completed, students have the tools  
to move into Reading WORKS Online  

teaching multiple-letter phonograms,  
learning orthographic analysis,  

creating a spelling notebook,  
learning syllabication, 

 and ALL they will ever  
need to know about  

phonics, spelling  
and reading.  


